Intro

The inspiration for GWOLF
comes from the characteristic
of a wolf. The wolf is a symbol
of guardianship, instinct, loyalty,
and spirit. The wolf represent
strong connection with instincts
and intuition, high intelligence
and communication qualities we
all should aspire to.

About
Everything in a wolf’s nature tells it to belong to something greater than itself: a pack. They
succeed by cooperating, and they struggle when they’re alone. Like us, wolves need one
another. So that is the inspiration for us to create GWOLF – a community driven meme token
that aim to build a strong, caring, and cooperative community of holders.
Let’s become higher, faster, and stronger together. Let’s act like a wolf pack.

Vision

GWOLF does not give zero tax, which means it is not attractive for paper hands, which is
great. It provides a unique and very safe way to invest. We will combine the MEME trend with
realistic token economics, which is something more than you can ever imagine.
For us, community is extremely significant.

Mission

When the snows fall and the white winds blow, the lone wolf dies but the pack survives. So
GWOLF is on a mission to find strong holders that will care for each other and act just like
a pack of wolves. It’s built on the Binance smart chain and will give you the best experience
that you can ever have in the crypto world. Simply join the pack, enjoy the ride, watch your
GWOLF value grow, and earn money.
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Road map
Stage 1
- Social platforms
- Website design
- Audit and KYC by
Cyberscope
- Presale on Pinksale
- Marketing campaigns
- Listing on Pancakeswap

Stage 2
- Listing on CMC and CG
- Marketing push

Stage 3
- GWOLF NFTs
- Complete CERTIK Audit
- Update Website

Stage 5
- GWOLF NFT blind box
release
- BTOK App launch page
advertisement for a week
- Establish GWOLF global
USA inc
- Obtain MSB license
- GWOLF NFT landed on
gate.io not box
- Listing on coinw exchange

Stage 4
- Listing on ZT exchange
- Listing on Fexiaohao
- Listing on MEXC exchange
- Listing on baby swap

Stage 6
- Joint CMC airdrop
- Joint bitkeep wallet for
airdrop campaign
- Media coverage
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Tokenomics

Total supply: 1,000,000,000
Liquidity:
400,000,000

40%
60%

Pre sale:
600,000,000
We want this to be the perfect project that will remove zeros. Thus, the total amount of
tokens is enough. We will not hold the tokens and want more trust from the community. This
is the project that is destined to the moon. Join the pack!

Tax

Total buy/sell tax : 3%
1% marketing and development
1% buyback and burn
1% team
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GRAY WOLF Collection
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Why GWOLF
Community driven

The GWOLF contract have been renounced. This means that the
contract cannot be changed and no-one can take it away from
the community. Check out our contract

Liquidity locked

GWOLF has locked liquidity to give you the ease of mind. Presale
liquidity is locked with Pancakeswap for a year

Long term

We are aiming for stability, by building a community, Ecosystem
and strategy that will last for years to come. Our funding strategy
is unique.

KYC & AUDIT
GRAY WOLF already passed audit by Cyberscope .
Link for Audit result: https://github.com/cyberscope-io/audits/blob/main/gwolf/audit.pdf
KYC: https://github.com/coinscope-co/kyc/blob/main/gwolf/kyc.png
GRAY WOLF team is KYC verified by Cyberscope
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